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STEPHENV’S SPEECH AS A MODIFIED PROPHETIC RİB FORMULA

BRIAN PETERSON*

I. INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM STATED

For generations scholars have struggled with the purpose, content, and uniqueness of Stephen’s extended speech in Acts 7, especially his select abridgement of Israel’s history.¹ Among the dominant higher-critical approaches, scholars have relied heavily, although not exclusively, upon redaction, rhetorical, and source-critical theory in an attempt to answer some basic queries in relation to the speech.² For example, what sources informed or lay behind Stephen’s historical rendition?³

---

* Brian Peterson is assistant professor of OT and Hebrew at Lee University, 1120 North Ocoee Street, Cleveland, TN 37320.


² Within the past 30 years, the semantic nuances of the phrase “prophetic/covenant lawsuit” have been challenged, e.g. George W. Ramsey, “Speech-Forms in Hebrew Law and Prophetic Oracles,” JBL 96 (1977) 45–58, esp. 46; and Michael de Roche, “Yahweh’s rİb against Israel: A Reassessment of the So-called ‘Prophetic Lawsuit’ in the Preexilic Prophets,” JBL 102 (1983) 563–74. Nevertheless, both Ramsey and de Roche still recognize a special grouping of the rİb oracles. Following the definitions of Simon Roberts, Order and Dispute: An Introduction to Legal Anthropology (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1979) 17–29, de Roche notes that a trilateral dispute (i.e. plaintiff, defendant, and judge) best describes the “lawsuit” genre. Because Acts 7 follows this trilateral format within a court setting (i.e. Stephen, the elders, with Jesus as judge/overseer [cf. Acts 7:56]), I will use “prophetic rİb” with this legal understanding.

What is the rhetorical function of the speech both in whole and in part? Is Stephen’s speech merely a rhetorical device created in toto by Luke himself? Why does Stephen’s speech deviate from the normal rhetorical patterns of his day? Is the speech a unity or an amalgam of traditions? And finally, although one could go on,
is the speech intended to be a response to the accusations of Acts 6.28 Unfortunately, in attempting to find answers to these queries, scholars, both past and present, end up producing more questions than answers.

Scholars of the late 19th and 20th centuries wrote extensively on these issues with varied levels of success in solving the literary enigma of Acts 7.9 Typical of the critiques of Stephen’s speech is that of Ernst Haenchen who posits that the speech is a “history-sermon” not that of a “martyr”10—thus raising questions concerning literary unity, redaction history, and rhetorical intent. Also, F. J. Foakes Jackson suggests that the text of 7:1–54 is a later redactional insertion and not an original part of Stephen’s speech—thus removing the speech almost in its entirety from the lips of Stephen.11 Similarly, Martin Dibelius is paradigmatic of exegetes who question the rhetorical purpose of Luke’s inclusion of much of Stephen’s historical rendition of 7:2–34.12 Dibelius contends that, “from 7.2–34 the point of the speech is not obvious at all; we are simply given an account of the history of Israel.”13 Again


12 For a discussion on the differences in the OT and Stephen’s rendition of Israel’s history based on theological concerns, cf. Rex A. Koivisto, “Stephen’s Speech: A Theology of Errors?,” *Grace Theological Journal* 8:1 (1987) 101–14. However, the detailed history and the apparent discrepancies per se do not appear to be the reason for the people’s animus against Stephen (so also Wiens, *Stephen’s Sermon* 18). It appears that the minor adjustments in the retelling of the account may have been attributable to a flexible tradition at this juncture in history.

others in an attempt to “solve” the main problem of the extended historical rehearsal have posited that the only purpose for it was to show that Stephen was a pious Jew—thus suggesting that there was a clear divide in the Jerusalem church: liberal Hellenists versus conservative Hebrews, with Stephen being a part of the former group. With such diversity in opinions one is left questioning both Luke’s literary motives and Stephen’s intentions, if in fact these can be bifurcated.

Today many scholars see much to commend a unified reading of Stephen’s speech. Indeed, a unified reading of the text from a form-critical perspective may help not only to answer some of the plaguing rhetorical questions, but also to alleviate some of the long-running presumed tensions of the speech. We will see that the form-critical work begun by Hermann Gunkel on the genre of OT lawsuit/rîh formats may actually clarify much of the proposed ambiguity of Acts 7. When Stephen’s speech is placed within this Sitz im Leben, a setting which any God-fearing Jew would have been aware of, Stephen’s lengthy speech not only makes perfect sense, but also takes on literary, theological, and rhetorical poignancy in the Sitz im Text. Therefore when Foakes Jackson pointed up that “its [Stephen’s speech] tone is that of the Old Testament” and that perhaps Luke “took some old prophecy denouncing the sins of Israel and put it into the mouth of Stephen,” he was actually closer to solving the problem than he may have realized. Moreover, Kilgallen correctly notes not only the rhetorical value and OT connections of the speech but also its unity. He avers, “The speech is overtly a lengthy argument of accusation contending that a review of Israel’s history up to the present generation will show that the children are like their fathers, always stiff-necked and uncircumcised of heart, always in opposition to the Holy Spirit of God. All sections of the speech can be understood as contributing strength to Stephen’s argument.”

14 See H. J. Holtzmann, Die Apostelgeschichte (3rd ed.; HKNT 1.2; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1901) 55.
18 This is a phrase borrowed from Robert O’Connell, The Rhetoric of the Book of Judges (VTSup 63; Leiden: Brill, 1996) 308.
Stephen’s Speech as a Modified Prophetic Rib Formula

Alan Brehm, using a tradition-historical approach, suggests that Stephen’s speech is a “counter accusation” that critiques the Jewish leaders fashioned after past historical summaries (e.g. Josh 24:2–15; Neh 9:5–37; Psalms 78; 105; 106; Ezekiel 20; Wisdom 10–19; Sirach 44–50; and Jdt 5.6–21), especially that of Nehemiah 9. Unfortunately, in these approaches noted above, scholars have failed to connect the dots form-critically. Therefore in this paper I will conclude that Luke’s inclusion of Stephen’s speech reflects a specific aspect of the Jewish prophetic literary tradition often identified by form critics as the rib (“contention”) formulary. This formulary is rooted in the legal proceedings for those found guilty of some wrong perpetrated against another, for example, rebellion against God and his prophets—a clear parallel to Stephen’s first-century context. This not only fits the judicial setting of Acts 6 and 7 but also establishes a clear purpose for Stephen’s select historical rendition. Luke’s main rhetorical purpose was to offer, in prophetic style, a final stinging rebuke of the Jewish elite and populace before moving the focus of the Gospel from the Jews to the Gentiles.

II. The Rib Formulary and Stephen’s Speech

Research on the rib formula extends back to the first half of the 20th century with preliminary work done by scholars such as Hermann Gunkel and Joachim Begrich. However, it was in fact scholars from the 1950s and onward who showed an increased interest in the subject. Ernst Würthwein, Hans Jochen Boecker, George Mendenhall, Herbert Huffmon, and Julien Harvey, among others, all explored the topic at length. Many also concluded that there is a direct connection

---

21 Brehm, “Vindicating the Rejected One” 277, 266, 274.
23 Contra Penner, In Praise of Christian Origins 325, who incorrectly concludes that Acts 7 “is not a judicial speech” even though he acknowledges its “judicial setting.”
24 Also known as Gerichtsrede (“court speech”) in form-critical studies.
between the indictments of the prophets and the original covenant. Huffmon offers the following paradigms for the genre/Gattung typically known as the prophetic “lawsuit” or *riḥ*.  

I. A description of the scene of judgment  
II. The speech by the judge  
   A. Address to the defendant  
      1. Reproach (based on the accusation)  
      2. Statement (usually in the third person) that the accused has no defense  
   B. Pronouncement of guilt  
   C. Sentence (in second or third person)  

or  

I. A description of the scene of judgment  
II. The speech of the plaintiff  
   A. Heaven and earth are appointed judges  
   B. Summons to the defendant (or judges)  


C. Address in the second person to the defendant
1. Accusation in question form to the defendant
2. Refutation of the defendant’s possible arguments
3. Specific indictment

Whereas these two paradigms serve as general outlines of the different indictment forms offered by scholars, there are actually a number of variations to the formula depending upon a given prophet/speaker, the literary setting, context, or time period. A quick review of the most prominent examples of the formula found in Deut 32:1–25; Psalm 50; Isa 1:2–20; 3:13–15; Jer 2:2–37; Mic 6:1–8, and Amos 3:1–4:13 will reveal several of these variations. For example, based upon the historical prologue of the original covenant, we often find as part of the “speech by the judge/plaintiff” a brief rendition of YHWH’s benevolent acts for the nation. This is often reflected in a historical review wherein Israel’s rebellious responses to this beneficence are highlighted (cf. Deut 32:7–14; Isa 1:2; Jer 2:6–7a; Amos 4:6–11; Mic 6:4–5). It is this portion of the formulary that Stephen/Luke develops at length as he modifies this older genre. However, much like Amos and Jeremiah’s indictments, Stephen does not appeal to the mountains (e.g. Mic 6:1–2) or heaven and earth as witnesses to the proceedings. This is understandable in light of the literal court setting of Stephen’s speech. Based upon Acts 7:2, the actual people (i.e. “the men and brethren”) will not only serve as their own witnesses to the court proceedings but were also privy to the

28 Huffmon, “The Covenant Lawsuit” 285–86. Huffmon draws these from Gunkel and Begrich, Einleitung in die Psalmen 364–65. See also variations of the form proposed by Nielsen, Yahweh as Prosecutor and Judge 5; Wright, “The Law-Suit of God” 43; and Ramsey, “Speech-Forms” 45.
29 See similar conclusions by Huffmon, “Covenant Lawsuit” 288–89; Nielsen, Yahweh as Prosecutor and Judge 25 and the format applied to Amos by Boyle, “Covenant Lawsuit of the Prophet Amos” 342.
31 So also Nielsen, Yahweh as Prosecutor and Judge 17.
32 So also Huffmon, “Covenant Lawsuit” 294–95; and Boyle, “The Covenant Lawsuit of the Prophet Amos” 352. To these Ramsey, “Speech-Forms,” adds Judges 2:1b; 6:8b–9; 10:11–12; Ps 81:11 [Engl. 10].
33 Frank Moore Cross, “The Council of Yahweh in Second Isaiah,” JNES 12 (1953) 274–77 suggests these serve as part of the divine council, something well beyond the Jewish mindset of Stephen’s day. Cf. also Wright, “Law-Suit of God” 44–49 and Mendenhall, Law and Covenant 34, for ancient witness lists used at treaty ceremonies that include the mountains, seas, clouds, heavens, the earth, etc. The heavens and the earth are believed to be witnesses to the lawsuit due to the fact they were summoned as witnesses to the original covenant (cf. Deut 4:26; 30:19; 31:28). So also Huffmon, “Covenant Lawsuit” 292–93.
34 In Mic 6:1–2, the prophet calls on the mountains and the foundations of the earth.
35 Based upon connections such as those noted here and the fact that Stephen quotes directly from Amos in his speech (cf. Acts 7:42b–43 and Amos 5:25–27), it is possible that the rÎb of Amos may have influenced Stephen’s speech. See also Richard, “Creative Use of Amos by the Author of Acts” 37–44.
events that had transpired in Jerusalem a few months earlier (i.e. Jesus’ crucifixion)—the driving force behind Stephen’s indictment.36

III. STEPHEN’S SPEECH: A DEFENSE AGAINST FALSE ACCUSATIONS OR A MODIFIED RĪB FORMULA?37

Before assessing the structural aspects of Stephen’s speech in light of the rīb formulary, we must address the “elephant in the room,” namely what to do with the accusations of chapter 6. As noted in our opening questions above, scholars have long attempted to dissect and analyze Stephen’s speech looking for a straightforward defense of the particular false indictments brought against him in Acts 6, namely, that he attacked the Law and the temple—two pillars of the Jewish identity.38 Furthermore, there has been a consistent problem in trying to figure out why Stephen adds so much beyond a basic rebuttal of these allegations.39 Now while there can be little doubt that there is a direct connection between the narrative and accusation portions of Acts 6 and the speech of chapter 7,40 there are two basic problems with approaching Stephen’s speech from a tit-for-tat perspective, especially without considering the rīb format. First, while Stephen’s address does cover aspects of the Law and the temple, against which he was supposed to have blasphemed, he is more interested in indicting the people for systemic rebellion; in part against the Law,41 but more importantly, against YHWH’s “prophets.”42 It was this

36 This is in no way a precedent due to similar parallels in the OT whereby the people become their own witnesses. See, e.g., Josh 24:22; Exod 24:8; Deut 26:16–19; 1 Sam 12:20–25. Cf. Boyle, “Covenant Lawsuit of the Prophet Amos” 343.

37 For an OT precedent where the form is expanded and modified, see Wright, “Law-Suit of God” 54–58. Wright here argues for expansive modification of the rīb in Deuteronomy 32.

38 Kilgallen, Stephen Speech 6, lists these pillars as God, Moses, the law, and temple. While many have tried to isolate key components of Stephen’s speech as showing a defense against his accusers’ accusations, this is not the greater purpose of his speech (contra Hengel, Between Jesus and Paul 19). See also the work of Sylva, “Meaning and Function of Acts 7:46–50” 261–75 and his detailed discussion on the temple defense from Acts 6:11, 13, 14 based upon Mark 14:58; or Marcel Simon, St. Stephen and the Hellenists in the Primitive Church (London: Longmans, 1958) 46. For a position showing how Stephen’s speech is pro-law, Moses, and the temple, see Heikki Räisänen, The Torah and Christ: Essays in German and English on the Problem of the Law in Early Christianity (Helsinki: Finnish Evangelical Society, 1986) 272–76. However, Räisänen (pp. 271–76, esp. 274) concludes that the “temple section [of Stephen’s speech] does not really lead anywhere.” On the other side of the debate, F. Scott Spencer, Journeying through Acts: A Literary-Cultural Reading (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2004) 80; Conzelmann, Acts 57; and Johnson, Acts of the Apostles 119, 135, reject the notion that Stephen is defending himself against false accusations. For further references, see Brehm, “Vindicating the Rejected One” 270 n. 7.


40 Penner, In Praise of Christian Origins 96–97; Richard C. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of the Acts of the Apostles (Columbus: Wartburg, 1944) 259; and Simmons, Theology of Inclusion 108–14, offer a moderating position whereby at least some of the speech could be classified as a rudimentary defense of these accusations. Kilgallen, “The Function of Stephen’s Speech” 185 (so also p. 188) concludes that even though the accusations against the nation is the central driving theme, a subtle response to the allegations still “throbs through the speech and tugs at the consciousness of the reader.” See also Brehm, “Vindicating the Rejected One” 277.

41 Hill, Hellenists and Hebrews 68–69, points up the high value placed upon the Law in Stephen’s speech.
rebellion which brought about not only the exile and the destruction of the temple over 600 years earlier but would also usher in similar devastation during the revolts of AD 66–70 and 132–135. Second, we must remember that the central focus of the people’s accusations against Stephen rests upon his supposed preaching of Jesus and the actions Jesus will take against these sacred institutions, not the actions performed by Stephen himself. It is against the injustice of false accusations, not the accusations themselves that Stephen speaks out in prophetic style—a similar form of injustice perpetrated against Jesus. Stephen thus steps away from the role of defendant into that of the plaintiff. Therefore, in a misdirected effort to connect Stephen’s speech with the particular accusations against him, scholars have marginalized the importance of the “prophet-like” and plaintiff nature of Stephen’s speech especially as it relates to the rîb formulary.

Stephen’s speech must also be heard first and foremost from the court setting within which it is historically set (i.e. Acts 6). What is more, much like the OT rîbs, the entire context of Acts 7 betrays a setting of judgment whereby Stephen serves as the plaintiff, the elders as the defendants, and God as Judge (cf. Acts 7:7, 55–56)—Stephen thus serves a reversed role when compared to common scholarly assessment. What is also noteworthy, and further bolsters my thesis, is the fact that the OT rîbs of Amos, Isaiah, Micah, and Jeremiah are all closely connected to their prophetic calls and commissioning.

---

42 Ibid. 81, 97. The “fathers” rebellion against Joseph, Moses, and the prophets was de facto rebellion against YHWH.
43 Ibid. 81. Here Hill also notes that in “Acts 6 and 7 it is the Jews who are on trial and the Jews who unwittingly act as their own accusers.” See also Brehm, “Vindicating the Rejected One” 266–99 and Penner, In Praise of Christian Origins 318–22.
44 It is not my intent to argue for a particular date for the text of Acts, whether pre- or post-destruction of the temple, but rather to look at the form-critical and rhetorical features and purposes of the speech. For a brief discussion of the post-destruction nuances in Luke’s writing, see Kilgallen, “Function of Stephen’s Speech” 189–90.
46 Moessner, “Paul and the Pattern of the Prophet Like Moses in Acts” 203, notes that from 200 BC to AD 100 the role and the fate of the prophets permeated the literature. Indeed, he calls Stephen a “Deuteronomistic rejected prophet.” Moessner draws this conclusion from the work of Odil Hannes Steck, Israel und das gewaltsame Geschick der Propheten: Untersuchung zur Ueberlieferung des deuteronomistischen Geschichtsbildes im Alten Testament, Spätjudentum und Urchristentum (WMANT 23; Neukirchener, 1967).
47 So also Rudolf Pesch, Die Vision des Stephanus: Apg 7,55–56 im Rahmen der Apostelgeschichte (SBS 12; Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1966) 57, who parallels the scene in Acts 7 with Isaiah 3 and concludes that it is one of judgment for the people’s murderous activities against the righteous (i.e. the prophets).
48 Many of the studies of Acts 6 and 7 begin with the assumption that Stephen is playing the role of the defendant and is therefore making a defense against false accusations. I feel that this, as a dominant presupposition, is misguided.
49 Boyle, “Covenant Lawsuit of the Prophet Amos” 362.
presented by Luke with Stephen’s commissioning/call appearing in 6:5–8 and his riḥ in chapter 7.\footnote{Nielsen, *Yahweh as Prosecutor and Judge* 23, points up that the OT prophet was to serve as a covenant enforcer and as an envoy for YHWH to his rebellious people. Here Stephen plays a similar role from a NT perspective. Spencer, *Journeying through Acts* 91, notes the close connection of Stephen’s speech with the prophetic voices of Amos, Jeremiah, and Isaiah and goes on to conclude that, “Through an interpretive scriptural survey of Israel’s history, Stephen drafts a prophetic blueprint for renewing God’s covenant people.” By this statement Spencer comes very close to identifying the role of the speech as a prophetic indictment but stops short—a situation similar to that of Johnson, *Acts of the Apostles* 142.}

Turning to the structural analysis of the speech, Stephen’s speech, while slightly modified, follows closely the second covenant lawsuit paradigm noted in section II above. This particular paradigm in many ways resembles Micah’s and Amos’s covenant lawsuits.\footnote{Contra Johnson, *Acts of the Apostles* 119, who posits that the speech is structured in such a way that it can be broken into sections without doing any “severe” damage to it. On the contrary, one needs to study the speech in its entirety to gain a full appreciation of its genre and rhetorical import.} Stephen’s speech may be broken into its constituent parts as follows:

I. A description of the scene of judgment (6:7, 12)

II. The speech of the plaintiff (7:2–53)
   A. Summons to the defendant (7:2a)
   B. Historical overview (mostly in first person plural 7:2b–50), with reproach interspersed (vv. 9, 27, 28, 35, 39, 42, 43)
   C. Address in second person to the defendant (7:51–53)
      1. Specific indictment (7:51)
      2. Accusation in question form to the defendant (7:52a)
      3. Refutation of the defendant’s possible arguments (7:52b–53)
   D. Sentence (absent from the speech; replaced by section III, parts A and B)

III. Reaction of the defendants and the plaintiff in narrative sequence (7:54–60)
   A. Reaction of the defendants (7:54, 57–59a)
   B. Reaction of the plaintiff (7:55–56, 59b–60)
   C. Recognition of the one who is sovereign (7:56)

The first constituent part of the speech is “a description of the scene of judgment” (Acts 6:7, 12). As previously noted, one must look to the context of chapter 6 in order to find a clear setting for the prophet-like indictment that follows. Much like the geographical setting of many of the OT riḥs (e.g. Psalm 50; Isaiah 1, 3; Jeremiah 2), Stephen’s speech is delivered within Jerusalem; in Stephen’s case, before the Sanhedrin. In prophetic style, Stephen addresses those who represent and lead the nation—those who were supposed to know the Law and Israel’s prophetic history (Acts 7:1).

The second constituent part is “the speech of the plaintiff” (7:2–53). Stephen’s speech spans 52 verses—much longer than any biblical riḥ speech of the past. This fact alone makes Stephen’s speech stand out from its OT counterparts.
However, this is justified because he is not just representing himself before a hostile mob, but he is de facto representing the promised Messiah and his mission before those who had rejected and crucified Jesus. His speech is the apex, and to a certain degree the culmination, of the classical prophetic utterances.

The first subsection of this category of the ῥίβ formula is a “summons to the defendant” often including the calling of witnesses to the court proceeding. Typical of this facet of the indictment formula, Stephen’s opening line is marked by a call in the imperative “to hear” or “give ear” to his words (ἠκούσατε in the aorist active imperative second plural). Not surprisingly, this is the exact form of ἀκούω used in the ῥίβ addresses in the LXX of Jer 2:4; Mic 6:1; and Amos 3:13. For Stephen, those being summoned are the “men, brethren, and fathers” (καὶ πατέρες), that is, the elders and rulers of his people. While the summoning of witnesses does not occur as is typical of some of the OT ῥίβσ, the summoning of the defendants as witnesses to their own crimes does appear in 7:2a—a picture similar to that depicted in Joshua’s legal proceedings of Josh 24:22.

The next subsection is the “historical overview” which covers the bulk of the chapter with notations of “reproach” interspersed (vv. 9, 27, 28, 35, 39, 42, 43). From verses 2b–50 Stephen gives an extended rendition of Israel’s history often juxtaposing God’s beneficent acts with Israel’s rebellion. Indeed, F. C. Baur pro-

52 Johannes Munck, The Acts of the Apostles (AB 31; New York: Doubleday, 1967) 63. Munck contends that at this period in Israel’s history it was more appropriate to defend one’s cause than oneself.


54 Contra Scobie, “Use of Source Material” 416, who sees this phrase as Lukan editing to join chapter 7 to the previous material. And contra Mikeal Parsons, Acts (Paideia Commentaries on the NT; Grand Rapids: Baker, 2008) 100, who intimates that this is a normal address in Acts. His list is misleading when he begins his comments by noting the oft-appearing phrase “Brethren…listen.” The only other place where this tandem appears in Acts is 15:13, which is a completely different setting. On the OT parallels to the ῥίβ, see Wright, “Law-Suit of God” 52.

55 Psalm 49:7 (50:7 in Heb) of the LXX uses ἐκούω (aorist active imperative second person singular) whereas Deut 32:1 uses ἐκούσατο (present active imperative third person singular) and Isaiah 1:2 uses a combination of ἐκούε· (present active imperative second person singular) and ἕνωτίζω (present imperative middle second person singular from ἕνωτίζωμαι).

56 “And Joshua said to the people, ‘You are witnesses against yourselves for you have chosen for yourselves the LORD, to serve him.’ And they said, ‘We are witnesses.’” Cf. Wright, “Law-Suit of God” 45.

posed this as well.\textsuperscript{58} Rex Koivisto comes even closer when he notes, “In this sense, the structure of the discourse indicates that it is not a dry recitation of well-known sacred history, but rather a carefully selected grouping of certain elements from within that history which were arranged and adapted to prove a theological point in response to legal accusations.”\textsuperscript{59} While Koivisto’s “legal accusations” refer to the events of Acts 6, he actually speaks better than he knows. Indeed, the “theological point” that Luke is seeking to promote cannot be divorced from the legal setting—a similar reality witnessed in the OT \textit{riḥ.} It is therefore possible that the historical overview of Stephen’s speech is a modification of the earlier \textit{riḥ} formulary in that it expands upon the OT prophets’ usage (cf. Deut 32:10–14; Isa 1:2; Jer 2:6–7a; Mic 6:4–5). Now, apart from the importance placed upon this text as the last indictment recorded in the classic prophetic style,\textsuperscript{60} as noted above, Stephen’s modification of the formulary is done in an attempt to show the long history of God’s blessing of his people by sending prophets, saviours, and leaders and Israel’s rejection of these spokespersons—a typical part of the rhetoric used in a prophetic \textit{riḥ.}\textsuperscript{61} For Stephen, Jesus being the culmination of the revelation of God’s love to humanity deserved, dare I say required, a solid hearing through the words of Stephen.\textsuperscript{62} It is for this reason that Stephen marshals an extended historical review as part of his defense of Jesus and his ministry, and by extension, Stephen’s own ministry. Not surprisingly there is a precedent, implicitly, for an extended historical review of sorts in Luke’s Gospel. When Jesus spoke to the two unnamed disciples on the road to Emmaus, Luke records: “beginning with Moses [i.e. the Torah] and with all the prophets, He explained to them the things concerning Himself in all the Scriptures” (Luke 24:27 NASB).\textsuperscript{63}

In this vein, Stephen’s historical overview begins at the beginning of the Torah with the calling of Abraham and culminates with the words of the prophets.\textsuperscript{64} Throughout this recitation Stephen intimates that the reason he is including certain events is for the purpose of showing God’s intervention in Israel’s history and their response to this love with systemic rebellion.\textsuperscript{65} For example, Koivisto points

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{58} F. C. Baur, \textit{Vorlesungen üüber neutestamentliche Theologie} (Leipzig: Fues, 1864) 337.
\item \textsuperscript{59} Koivisto, “Stephen’s Speech” 104.
\item \textsuperscript{60} Moessner, “Paul and the Pattern of the Prophet” 203, argues that both Stephen and Paul fall into the category of the final prophets like Moses.
\item \textsuperscript{62} Richard, “Polemical Character of the Joseph Episode in Acts 7” 265, calls the speech “a farewell speech to Judaism.”
\item \textsuperscript{63} Not surprisingly, in the same way that Stephen upbraids the elders for their lack of belief, so too Jesus upbraids the two on the road to Emmaus by saying, “O ignorant and slow of heart to believe in all that the prophets have spoken” (Luke 24:25 NASB).
\item \textsuperscript{64} See comments by Steve Moive, \textit{The OT in the New} (London: Continuum, 2001) 55.
\item \textsuperscript{65} For example, Koivisto, “Stephen’s Speech” 105, comments, “Abraham is selected and discussed, of course, as the father of the nation, but his deeds are minimized while the divine activities are maximized.”
\item \textsuperscript{66} Indeed, Penner, \textit{In Praise of Christian Origins} 97, correctly posits that “the pattern of deliverance and rejection is the theme that ties the various subunits of the oration together.” Cf. Wiens, \textit{Stephen’s Sermon} 15.
\end{itemize}
up that Stephen relates how “Abraham broke with his disobedient father at his death; [yet] Stephen’s contemporaries had not yet broken with their disobedient and long-dead fathers.”67 Similarly, Stephen included a polemical68 rendition of the Joseph account to show how the “fathers” of Israel had rejected the one whom God had sent to deliver them in time of need—Joseph indeed being a savior of sorts (cf. Acts 7:9–15).69 Stephen goes on to point out that it was because Joseph’s brothers “became jealous” (ζηλῶν 7:9) that they sold Joseph into slavery, the same reason Stephen’s generation had “sold” Jesus to be crucified by the Romans (Matt 27:18; Mark 15:10).70

Stephen also picks up the motif of rebellion against God’s prophets and saviors by pointing out the repeated acts of rebellion against Israel’s greatest leader, Moses (cf. vv. 27, 28, 35, and 39).71 In light of the indictment, it is not surprising that Stephen recounts the call of God upon Moses to lead the Israelites out of slavery (v. 34) and then immediately notes the people’s rejection of God’s chosen deliverer (vv. 35–36)! Within this same section we see God’s promise to raise up a prophet like Moses—“a Prophet from among you” (προφήτην ὑμῖν ἀναστήσει—[Deut 18:15]).72 Here Stephen reveals the central focus of his indictment. Yes, the people had rejected Joseph and Moses, but more pointedly, they rejected Moses’ promised “Prophet”—Jesus73—and now they were rejecting Stephen, Jesus’ “prophet” with a small “p” (cf. also Luke 13:34).74


68 On this see especially the work of Richard, “Polemical Character of the Joseph Episode in Acts 7” 255–67.


70 The Greek term in both of these texts is φθανόν meaning “envy” but it carries the same connotation. Penner, In Praise of Christian Origins 318–20, correctly notes the connection between Joseph’s brothers’ jealousy and that directed at Stephen by his “brothers,” calling it a “breakdown in philantropía” (p. 324; italics his).


72 See Blackburn, “Stephen” 1123.


As for the people’s indictment against Stephen concerning the temple, Stephen does recount a short history of the role that the tabernacle and temple played in the life of the Israelites but even here he does not spare the barbed connections that this portion of their history had had with idolatry (vv. 44, 46, 47 and vv. 40–43)—idolatry being directly connected to rebellion and the *ribis* in the OT. Moreover, the people had rejected Moses by choosing an idol in the wilderness (Exodus 32), a point Stephen accentuates by paralleling the people’s idolatrous “tabernacle of Moloch” and the true tabernacle of YHWH. The intimation in Stephen’s words is that they were now worshipping the temple as an idol in the same way their fathers had worshipped the tabernacle of Moloch. Furthermore, God does not dwell in houses made with human hands; rather he is the creator of all things. It is clear that Stephen wanted to show that God was not limited to a certain geographical hemisphere, viz. Israel, and more particularly, Jerusalem and the temple (cf. Acts 7:17, 18, 22, 29, 36). God was not to be kept in the proverbial box (i.e. the temple) but was free to be worshipped by his true followers anywhere. And he could indict those same people wherever and whenever he so chose.

In the verses that follow, Stephen’s speech moves into the formal indictment stage known as the “address in second person to the defendant.” Stephen does this by moving from the first person plural (ἐμοί) to the second person plural (ὑμεῖς vv. 51–53). Up to this point Stephen had oscillated between the first and third person plural thus associating himself with the actions of the forefathers. However, at this juncture in his historiographical comments, Stephen distances himself from Israel’s rebellious past no doubt seeking to juxtapose his acceptance of Jesus as the Messiah with their rejection. He shifts the onus to those indicting

---

75 For the theories proposed for Luke’s inclusion of this section related to the temple, see Sylva, “Meaning and Function of Acts 7:46–50” 261–75 (see esp. 261 n. 4 for a bibliography). Note the connection between idolatry and disobedience perpetrated by the house of Joseph as pointed out by Brehm, “Vindicating the Rejected One” 295.

76 So also Baur, *Vorlesungen* 337–38; and Barnett, *Jesus and the Rise of Early Christianity* 220.


78 Bruce, *Speeches in the Acts of the Apostles* 22, notes that some scholars see this invective as “abrupt and gratuitous.” Bruce misses the indictment formulary by suggesting that Stephen’s remarks about the temple “occasioned an angry outburst at this point.” On the other hand, Spencer, *Journeying through Acts* 90, aptly notes the prophetic style of the denunciation. Soards, *Speeches in Acts* 59, uses the phrase “Stephen’s Indictment of the Audience” as a title for vv. 51–53 in his outline but unfortunately does not tease this out in his commentary on pp. 68–69.


80 Contra Kliyn, “Stephen’s Speech” 27–29, who suggests there are two sets of “fathers” in the wilderness, “ours” and “yours.” Kliyn references the Qumran text, 1QS (Manual of Discipline) sections 1–4 to draw a distinction between the righteous and the unrighteous, and between those who follow the “holy spirit” and those that follow the “evil spirit” (4.20–21). He also suggests that Stephen is pointing out that the temple should never have replaced the tabernacle, which was YHWH’s ideal sanctuary (pp. 29–31). Kliyn’s view has serious problems in light of the witness of the canonical text (cf. 2 Sam 7:13; 1 Kgs 8:11; 1 Chr 28:10), not to mention the messages of the prophets (esp. Ezekiel 8–10).

81 Marguerat, *Les Actes des Apôtres* (1–12) 264–65. One could argue that Stephen’s all-inclusive messiah did not align with the Sanhedrin’s perspective, which did not allow for outsiders (i.e. Gentiles) to be grafted so easily into the covenant community.
him for the trumped-up charges of cultic malfeasance. This in essence has been what the speech has been leading up to all along—its apex.\textsuperscript{82} Here the specific indictment is leveled against his opponents as he declares, “You men who are stiff-necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears are always resisting the Holy Spirit; you are doing just as your fathers did” (v. 51 NASB).\textsuperscript{83} Israel’s modus operandi had been to kill those whom God had sent to warn them of sin and judgment—a fate similar to that awaiting Stephen.\textsuperscript{84} Hilary Le Cornu and Joseph Shulam come close to the rhetorical function of the speech in light of v. 51 when they conclude that Stephen is indicting “his audience for not heeding the words of the prophets.”\textsuperscript{85} They continue, “This is precisely the point of his speech—that in rejecting Jesus as God’s messiah the people are repudiating God’s presence.”\textsuperscript{86} Indeed, the rejection of the prophets and their words of warning propel the speech throughout; unfortunately the indictment format is missed by Le Cornu and Shulam.

Stephen follows his pointed indictment with a rapid series of lawsuit rhetoric. First, Stephen fulfills the expected “accusation in the form of a question to the defendant(s)” (7:52a)\textsuperscript{87} by quipping, “Which one of the prophets did your fathers not persecute?” (v. 52a NASB).\textsuperscript{88} This is quickly followed up by Stephen going on the offensive by making a “refutation of the defendants’ possible arguments” (7:52b–53).\textsuperscript{89} They may think they are doing the will of God by trying to keep their temple and laws pure from “false prophets” and “pretenders” but in essence they are behaving in the same manner as their forefathers. Stephen continues his attack by invoking Messianic language: “and they killed those who had previously announced the coming of the Righteous One, whose betrayers and murderers you have now become” (v. 52 NASB). Moreover, his prosecutors had falsely accused him (6:13) and Jesus (6:14) of corrupting the law, but Stephen points out that the

---

\textsuperscript{82} Kilgallen, “Function of Stephen’s Speech” 174–76, correctly notes that vv. 51–53 are the main “point” of everything rehearsed up to this point.

\textsuperscript{83} So also Sylva, “Meaning and Function of Acts 7:46–50” 274; and Bihler, Stephanusgeschichte 79. Richard, Acts 6:1–8:4 137–38, rightly concludes that this invective is clearly reflective of OT language.

\textsuperscript{84} So also Bruce Malina and John Pilch, Social-Science Commentary on the Book of Acts (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2008) 60; Spencer, Journeying through Acts 91; and Koivisto, “Stephen’s Speech” 109.

\textsuperscript{85} Le Cornu and Shulam, Commentary on the Jewish Roots of Acts 365. For similar comments see Gerhard Schneider, Die Apostelgeschichte, Teil I: Einleitung, Kommentar zu Kap. 1,1–8,40 (Freiburg: Herder, 1980) 468–69.

\textsuperscript{86} Le Cornu and Shulam, Commentary on the Jewish Roots of Acts 366.

\textsuperscript{87} Wiens, Stephen’s Sermon 11, calls it a “prophetic proclamation.”


\textsuperscript{89} The change of tone here to a harsh indictment is not so much due to the “temple speech” that precedes these verses (as per Haenchen, Acts 286), but rather is the natural progression of the rîb formula.
people had “received the law as ordained by angels, and yet did not keep it” (v. 53).

These harsh indictments are too much for the people to bear. Whether or not Stephen’s accusers at this point recognised the lawsuit format being employed against them is not clear. One thing is for certain, though: they did not wait around for the sentencing phase. Rather, they rushed upon him in order to silence their accuser and thus end the court session. While the expected punishment/sentencing clause does not appear in Stephen’s speech (cf. Deut 32:21c–25; Ps 50:14–15; Hos 4:1–3; Mic 6:13–16 for OT examples where it appears; whereas Isaiah’s indictments lack the sentencing phase), by implication he does not exempt his accusers from God’s wrath even though he later asks for God’s mercy on his executioners (Acts 7:60) as they began to stone him. This portion of the ribformula is instead modified with Luke adding a narrative and dialogic epilogue showing the reaction of both the plaintiff and the defendants.

The final constituent part of Stephen’s speech is the “reaction of the defendants and the plaintiff in narrative sequence” (7:54–60). Within the last seven verses, we encounter a mix of narrative comments and dialogue from both the plaintiff and the defendants. Now apart from the notation about Stephen’s Spirit-filled status, an important parallel to the prophets, it is within this section that we find one last prophetic ribelement known as the statement of recognition of the sovereign

91 Conzelmann, Acts 60 suggests that the people “stopping their ears” was to avoid hearing any more blasphemy; however, it may have been due to their unwillingness to hear any more of Stephen’s indictments.
92 Ramsey, “Speech-Forms” 45–58, argues that the prophetic lawsuits often omitted the sentencing phase but the “Judgment Speech” included it (p. 58). Nielsen, Yahweh as Prosecutor and Judge 18, points out that the covenant lawsuit was meant to elicit a positive reaction from those who were on the receiving end. For Stephen and many of the prophets, this positive response never came, but rather rejection or even death awaited the messenger. Le Cornu and Shulam, Commentary on the Jewish Roots of Acts 340, posit the possibility that the mob may have cut Stephen short before he could elaborate on “Jesus’ relation to Torah observance.”
93 So also Kilgallen, Stephen Speech 26, and further examples in n. 109. Kennedy, NT Interpretation 122, points up the incomplete nature of the speech. Ricciotti, Acts of the Apostles 118, 128, averts that there would have been more of a conclusion to the speech had the mob allowed Stephen to finish.
94 Even though scholars do not include this portion of Micah in the lawsuit proper, it has relevance to the sentencing stage of the indictment.
95 Cf. Nielsen, Yahweh as Prosecutor and Judge 74.
96 Blackburn, “Stephen” 1123, notes the escalation of hostilities towards the apostles and the church in Acts. For example, note the stern warnings at first (4:1–22), which moves to flogging and imprisonment (5:17–40), then to the stoning of Stephen (7:58–60), and ultimately to the outright persecution of the church (9:1).
97 It is not at all a coincidence that Stephen’s executioners once again are behaving in a similar fashion as their forefathers had when they stoned the prophet Zechariah for similar indictments against his generation (2 Chr 24:20–21)—what Haenchen (Acts 286 n. 1) notes is a “normal lot of the prophets.” Indeed, Conzelmann, Acts 60, rightly points up that Josephus, Ant. 20.200 recorded a similar fate for James the brother of Jesus.
98 Typical of how scholarship has missed the unity of Stephen’s speech as a ribis the analysis of Conzelmann, Acts 59, who separates this portion of the speech from what comes before.
99 See Le Cornu and Shulam, Commentary on the Jewish Roots of Acts 376–78.
who has oversight of the court proceedings.\textsuperscript{100} This can occur at the beginning or the end of the \textit{rî\textsuperscript{6}} formula (cf. Deut 32:3; Amos 4:13 for examples, respectively).\textsuperscript{101} In this case, v. 56 records Stephen’s recognition of both God and Jesus as presiding over the court case. Stephen declares that he sees \textit{τὸν ὑιὸν τοῦ ἀνθρώπου ἐκ δεξιῶν ἔστωτα τοῦ θεοῦ} (“the Son of Man standing at the right hand of God”).\textsuperscript{102} Rudolf Pesch correctly identifies the scene as one of judgment within a court setting.\textsuperscript{103} He draws a direct connection between Acts 7:55–56 and Isa 3:13 where YHWH stands in judgment of Israel.\textsuperscript{104} What is more, in the Isaiah passage the author actually uses the term \textit{בָּרָא} (“to contend”) in a parallel couplet with the verb \textit{יִרְדָּע} (“to judge”).\textsuperscript{105} Finally, the visionary experience not only serves to vindicate Stephen’s speech but also places him within a long line of prophets who had similar ethereal experiences (e.g. Moses, Exodus 19–24; Isaiah, Isaiah 6; Ezekiel, Ezekiel 1–3; and Daniel, Daniel 7)—thus drawing another connection between Stephen and the OT prophets.\textsuperscript{106}

IV. A FINAL NOTE: THE CHRISTOLOGICAL PARALLELS

It goes without saying that in recording the events of Acts 7, Luke sought not only to make clear Christological parallels (see, e.g., the fulfillment of Jesus’ words

\textsuperscript{100} See Nielsen, \textit{Yahweh as Prosecutor and Judge} 74–83, for a discussion of YHWH as the presiding judge over covenant lawsuits.

\textsuperscript{101} Boyle, “Covenant Lawsuit of the Prophet Amos” 358–60.

\textsuperscript{102} Stephen’s use of the phrase “Son of Man” here in Acts 7 is the only time it is used outside of the Gospels. So Conzelmann, \textit{Acts} 59. Conzelmann notes \textit{P\textsuperscript{4}} as the one textual variant, which has \textit{μὴν ἐπεστάλει} (=HB")

\textsuperscript{103} Pesch, \textit{Die Vision des Stephanus} 55, 58, concludes that the standing position of Jesus identifies him as the “judge” in the setting. Similarly, Schneider, \textit{Die Apostelgeschichte} 474–75, notes the “juridical function” Jesus’ posture intimates. Ambrose also noted this posture for judging, see Martin, ed., \textit{Acts} 86. See also Conzelmann, \textit{Acts} 60. Interestingly, in Luke 22:69 Jesus is “sitting” (καθίσας) beside God (see also Acts 2:34). The fact that Jesus is “standing” beside the throne is important and evokes connections with 1 Kgs 22:19//2 Chr 18:18 and a similar heavenly scene in the context of a prophet (i.e. Micaiah, like Stephen) seeing God pass divine judgment (here on Ahab). Or one could note David’s vision of the angel of the Lord “standing” in judgment between heaven and earth by the threshing floor of Ornan (1 Chr 21:15, 16). In all three instances the verb \textit{ἰστῆι} (“to stand”) is used. See also \textit{Az. Mos} 10.3 and God’s rising in judgment (see further comments by Pesch, \textit{Die Vision des Stephanus} 56). Standing also appears to be a position of kingship especially when standing beside the “pillar” (here in Acts none other than God himself), cf. 2 Kgs 11:14//2 Chr 23:13. Fitzmyer, \textit{Acts of the Apostles} 392, notes Jesus’ posture as perhaps one of honor. See further the competing scholarly options presented by Fitzmyer, \textit{Acts of the Apostles} 392–93.

Spencer, \textit{Journeying through Acts} 92, misinterprets Jesus’ posture as a stance preceding a heavenly speech or Jesus’ triumphal return, or possibly just to show approval of Stephen’s actions. Similarly, Holtzmann, \textit{Die Apostelgeschichte} 61, incorrectly concludes that Jesus is standing to receive the dying martyr. See a similar interpretation by Wikenhauser, \textit{Die Apostelgeschichte} 92.

\textsuperscript{104} Pesch, \textit{Die Vision des Stephanus} 56–57. Even though Pesch’s source-critical assessment (based upon the LXX—note the verb \textit{ἰστᾷ} in the context) may be questioned by some, the parallels and precedent of YHWH standing in judgment with \textit{rî\textsuperscript{6}} language in the context is striking.

\textsuperscript{105} The parallel lines in Hebrew are as follows: בָּרָא יֵחָדְו אֹרְבֵי נֹמְעַת לֵאמָּה יִרְדָּע מְשֹׁא אַיָּה נֹמְעַת “YHWH arises to plead/contend and (he) stands to judge the people.”

\textsuperscript{106} So also Spencer, \textit{Journeying through Acts} 91.
in Luke 21:12–19; Acts 7:54–60),\textsuperscript{107} but also to connect Christ’s crucifixion and Stephen’s martyrdom.\textsuperscript{108} The question to be answered, however, is why Luke sought to draw these parallels.\textsuperscript{109} Most scholars recognize these connections even though many of yesteryear did challenge this belief, choosing rather to see this motif as a later addition to an earlier text.\textsuperscript{110} However, if one considers the similar motifs of the court setting, the rejection and murder of God’s Prophet/prophets, and the prophetic \textit{rib}, these parallels begin to make sense.\textsuperscript{111} Jesus had repeatedly indicted the people for failure to live up to the Law and covenant and now Stephen was doing the same thing as Jesus, only here in a very formal way. Not surprisingly, the very last words of Stephen echo the last words of Jesus on the cross when he says, “Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do” (cf. Luke 23:34 and Acts 7:60).\textsuperscript{112} Nevertheless, even though Stephen asks God to absolve his executioners of their sin for shedding innocent blood (viz. his; Acts 7:60), he does not, however, absolve them of their rejection of Jesus the Prophet, and his messengers (i.e. Stephen). Prophetically, both Jesus’ words (see Luke 23:28–31) and Stephen’s


\textsuperscript{108}Cf. Hill, \textit{Hellenists and Hebrews} 59, for a list of these parallels to Jesus’ trial and crucifixion and also Moessner, “The Christ Must Suffer” 220–56. Kilgallen, “Function of Stephen’s Speech” 182–87, notes that while Jesus may not be the overt central focus, Christology is in fact important to the discussion especially in the culminating comments of the speech.

\textsuperscript{109}The similarities between Stephen’s and Jesus’ deaths abound. From Stephen’s arrest accompanied by the testimony of false accusers (cf. 6:13; Matt 26:59–60; Mark 14:56–57) and being killed outside of the city (John 19:20; Acts 7:58), to the request for God to receive their spirits (the latter notation recorded only in Luke and Acts; cf. Luke 23:46 and Acts 7:59), Luke invites the reader to draw the Christological parallels. Note also that Acts 7:55–56 harks back to Jesus’ words before the council in Luke 22:69, “But from now on the Son of Man will be seated at the right hand of the power of God” (NASB). Fitzmyer, \textit{Acts of the Apostles} 390, notes that only some mss. record the Lukan Jesus’ prayer. See also comments by Munck, \textit{Acts of the Apostles} 68, regarding Lukan parallels between Stephen’s and Jesus’ deaths.


\textsuperscript{111}The words of Jesus constantly ring out with the prophetic—words that the people hoped would be silenced by his crucifixion (e.g. Matt 23:37; 24; Luke 23:28–31—in this latter example Jesus actually quotes from the prophets).

indictment would prove true as evidenced by Jerusalem’s destruction in AD 70,\textsuperscript{113} and then ultimately in AD 135 when the Jews would once again be exiled from their homeland, this time for nearly 2,000 years.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In light of the typical Jewish reactions to prophetic indictments both past and present, it should not be surprising that Luke “envelopes” the entire judicial setting from 6:12–7:60 with a mob action (much like an inclusio: cf. 6:12 and 7:57–58; cf. 1 Kgs 18:4, 13; 19:14; 2 Chr 24:21; Matt 23:29–37; Luke 6:23; 11:49–50; 13:34). Even though we may never know for certain whether the \( rîb \) formulary was actually adapted by Stephen or was later used by Luke as a rhetorical device to shape Stephen’s speech, what is clear is that form-critically the presence of a distinct pattern within the speech matches many of the components of the OT prophetic lawsuit. Where earlier prophets had used the genre to call the nation to return to YHWH by rejecting past sins and rebellious actions, Stephen and/or Luke now modifies the formulary as he calls for his generation to take note of their similar actions both presently and in the recent past.\textsuperscript{114} As expected, however, they rejected his indictment. It is therefore no coincidence that Luke uses the account of Stephen in the form of a prophetic lawsuit to move the gospel forward out of Jerusalem and away from the predominantly Jewish audience, to the Gentile world (see Acts 11:19).\textsuperscript{115} This momentous event in the life of Judaism and the Church appropriately hinges on the last covenant lawsuit against the Jews. They had rejected the word of the prophets and the Prophet \textit{par excellence} once too often. God would now turn to the Gentiles and draw a new people to himself.

\textsuperscript{113} Haenchen, \textit{Acts} 290. Of course there is a debate as to when Acts was written; cf. Barrett, “OT History according to Stephen and Paul” 67–68. Based upon the internal data it appears to be sometime before AD 62.

\textsuperscript{114} Contra Penner, \textit{In Praise of Christian Origins} 326, who concludes that the focus of the speech is only on those who are about to stone Stephen, not the Jewish nation.

\textsuperscript{115} So Pesch, \textit{Vision des Stephanus} 54; Conzelmann, \textit{Acts} 57; Kilgallen, \textit{Stephen Speech} 21; Blackburn, “Stephen” 1124; Hill, \textit{Hellenists and Hebrews} 81; Dunn, \textit{Parting of the Ways} 93; Johnson, \textit{Acts of the Apostles} 143; and Koivisto, who comments, “It is only after Stephen’s speech and martyrdom that the Word of God is finally extended beyond Judea. In view of this connection, it is difficult to deny that the theology of Stephen was central to the theology of Luke as he composed Acts” (“Stephen’s Speech” 106).